Abstract. The spectral theory of a metric of Bergman type on a strictly pseudoconvex manifold is described and the scattering matrix is shown to be a pseudodifferential operator of Heisenberg type.
Euclidean scattering
One interpretation of 'traditional' scattering theory, say for perturbations of the Laplacian on Euclidean space, is that it provides a detailed parameterization of the continuous spectrum of such operators. For example consider ∆ + V where V ∈ C ∞ c (R n ) is real valued and compactly supported and
is the (positive) flat Laplacian. Then as an unbounded operator with domain H 2 (R n ), ∆ + V is self-adjoint with spectrum consisting of [0, ∞) together with an at most finite dimensional set of L 2 eigenvalues on (−∞, 0). The continuous spectrum in (0, ∞) also corresponds to eigenfunctions but these are never squareintegrable.
Theorem 1 (Rellich). For any λ ∈ R \ 0 there is a topological isomorphism (1) G λ : C −∞ (S n−1 ) −→ {u ∈ S(R n ); (∆ − λ 2 )u = 0}
which is characterized by the fact that for f ∈ C ∞ (S n−1 ) (2) G λ f = e iλ|x| |x| Thus G λ is the Poisson operator for the 'boundary problem' which specifies the eigenfunction u = G λ f as having 'incoming' data f ∈ C ∞ (S n−1 ). The space of tempered eigenfunctions in (1) does not depend on the sign of λ whereas the incoming/outgoing condition does. Thus the (absolute) scattering matrix can be defined by
Standard methods of constructing G λ then show that for λ ∈ R \ 0
Thus, the (relative) scattering matrix S(λ) is of the form 'identity plus a smoothing operator'. On the other hand, the absolute scattering matrix has kernel with singular support the whole of the anti-diagonal
This can be understood in terms of the 'infinite part' of the ray relation. Thus the ray relation
is the set of opposite endpoints, on the sphere at infinity, of geodesics (in this case straight lines). The infinite part R ∞ ⊂ ∂R is the set of limit points corresponding to sequences of geodesics converging uniformly to infinity. In this case R ∞ = R so we conclude that
This familiar result on the stucture of the singularities of the scattering matrix has been extended in work with Zworski [9] to the following wider geometric setting (see also [7] ). If the map
is used to identify R n with an open half sphere, then ρ = 1/|x| becomes a smooth function near, and up to, the boundary on which it vanishes. The usual polar coordinate form of the Euclidean metric becomes
with dω 2 the standard round metric on the bounding sphere. Now the structure of such a metric can be mimicked on any compact manifold with boundary X, in the form
where now ρ ∈ C ∞ (X) defines the boundary and h is a symmetric 2-cotensor such that its restriction to the boundary, h 0 , is a metric. Of course g is also required to be a metric in the interior.
The spectrum of the Laplacian associated to such a 'scattering' metric (one can also allow potential and other perturbations) is essentially the same as that for the flat case. Thus (1) is replaced by a topological isomorphism
where C −∞ (X) is the space of extendible distributions (just those of polynomial growth at the boundary). The map is again characterized by the form of the generalized eigenfunctions, obtained from (2) by direct translation to this more general setting:
It follows from (8) that there is a well-defined absolute scattering matrix A(λ)f = F − ∂X. The part at infinity of the ray relation, R ∞ ⊂ ∂X × ∂X, in this case can be see to be the geodesic relation for h 0 at 'time' π. This relation is the projection of a smooth canonical relation and in [9] it is shown that:
Theorem 2. For any scattering metric (7) the scattering matrix A(λ) is a Fourier integral operator on ∂X associated to geodesic flow at distance π.
In particular the analogue of (5) still holds.
Scattering on hyperbolic space
In the upper-half space model, hyperbolic space is represented by the metric
conformal to the Euclidean metric. Much as in the passage from the Eucldean metric in (6) to the general scattering metric in (7) the spectral-theoretic properties of the Laplacian are much the same for hyperbolic space and a general 'conformally compact' metric on a compact manifold with boundary. These metric are by definition of the form
, where ρ is a boundary defining function and the decomposition of the original metric dρ 2 + h is orthogonal over the boundary. For the appropriate quadratic spectral variable, s(n − s), there is again an isomorphism
which is characterized by the existence of an expansion
The behaviour of geodesics near infinity on hyperbolic space is quite different to the Euclidean case and for any conformally compact metric on a compact manifold with boundary R ∞ = Diag is the identity relation; geodesics uniformly near infinity return whence they came. This is reflected in the properties of the scattering matrix
is a pseudodifferential operator of order −2is. Since the order is non-integral this result can be stated easily in terms of the Schwartz kernel, which we also denote A(s). Using the metric density of h 0 = h ∂X to integrate, A(s) ∈ C −∞ ((∂X) 2 ) becomes a distribution. Then (15) reduces to the statement that A(s) is smooth away from the diagonal and in terms of any local coordinates y on ∂X it takes the form
It is the extension of this result to the complex setting, i.e. for a strictly pseudoconvex domain, that I wish to describe. We start by descrbing the analogue of the condition (16), on the boundary, in the complex case.
Heisenberg calculus
Algebras of pseudodifferential operators having 'parabolic' homogeneity in one direction have been introduced by Dynin ([3, 4, 5] ) and described in detail by Taylor ([10] ) and Beals and Greiner ( [1] ). In particular such an algebra is well-defined on any contact manifold, and hence on a CR manifold such as the boundary of a strictly pseudoconvex domain. We call this algebra the Heisenberg algebra and denote it Ψ * He (X; E) where X is a contact manifold and E is a vector bundle over X.
It is relatively simple to characterize the element of non-integral order in this space directly in terms of their Schwartz kernels. If m ∈ C \ Z then elements of Ψ m He (X) are operators
where µ ∈ C ∞ (X; ΩX) is a smooth positive measure on X and the kernel has the property
Of course it is necessary to specify the behaviour at the diagonal Diag ⊂ X 2 more precisely. To do so, consider Darboux local acoordinates, x i , y i , t for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, near any point of X. In terms of these coordinates the contact form can be written
Denoting the same coordinates in another copy of X by x , y and t consider the homotheity (19) M s : (x, y, t; x , y , t ) −→ (sx, sy, s 2 t; sx , sy , s 2 t ), s > 0.
This defines a smooth map W × W −→ X 2 , where W is the coordinate neighbourhood, which is a diffeomorphism of a neighbourhood of the diagonal in W 
for any such coordinates. The case that m is an integer is discussed below. In fact it is only necessary to establish (20) for a covering by Darboux coordinate systems. This condition, that the kernel have a quasihomogeneous expansion around the diagonal, can be written in a more systematic form in terms of the notion of the parabolic blow up of a submanifold described in [6] . This operation, applied here to Diag ⊂ X 2 , results in a new manifold, now with boundary, where the boundary is the sphere bundle of parabolic directions (in this case G in local coordinates) and the 'radial' variable vanishing at the new boundary is s. In terms of the notation of [6] , M is the local coordinate form of the blow down map from the blown up manifold
with S ⊂ N * Diag the bundle spanned locally by α − α . The condition on the kernel can then be written globally
where ρ is a defining function for the boundary, since this also implies the initial regularity assumption (18). This definition also allows us to define a topology on Ψ m He (X) for each fixed m / ∈ Z by using the seminorms on C ∞ (X 2 ) and C ∞ (X 
Bergman-type Laplacians
Now consider the geometry which is of primary interest here. Namely a smoothly bounded strictly pseudoconvex domain Ω ⊂ C n . This means that the domain has a defining function ρ ∈ C ∞ (C n ) which is strictly plurisubharmonic; meaning that the Hermitian matrix
Such a defining function gives a metric of Bergman type, which is a Kähler metric with Kähler form
Thus, the metric is given by the Hermitian form associated to this 2-form of type (1, 1) . Included in metrics of this type is the complex hyperbolic metric on the ball. There are two classes of metric which are almost of this type for any such strictly pseudoconvex domain. Namely the Bergman metric itself and the metric obtained by solution of the complex Monge-Ampère equation. In general these arise from defining functions which are not quite smooth up to the boundary but rather have an additional logarithmic term. This does not invalidate the discussion below, since the methods are designed to handle such terms (provided they are, as in this case, perturbations).
Spectrum and resolvent
The spectral theory for the Laplacian was discussed by Donnelly and Fefferman ( [2] ) and the detailed description of the structure of the resolvent, on which the results below are based, was given in [6] . Thus, for the action on functions, the Laplacian
has continuous spectrum [
4 , ∞) with the possibility of finite rank discrete spectrum in the inteval (0, n 2 4 ). As in the real case above the tempered generalized eigenfunctions can be parametrized by a Poisson isomorphism
Here, is the compact manifold with boundary obtained by blowing up the boundary of Ω quadratically. Said more algebraically, C ∞ ( ) is obtained from C ∞ (Ω) by adjoining ρ 1 2 where ρ defines the boundary of Ω. In (25), ρ ∈ C ∞ (Ω is the original boundary defining function.
Scattering of geodesics
Geodesics for the metric g over the interior of X are the projections of the integral curves of the metric as a function on the cotangent bundle. It is convenient to take the normalized Hamiltonian h = 1 2 |ξ| 2 g so that bicharacteristics on the unit cosphere bundle will project to geodesics parameterized by arclength. As the discussion above indicates, the singularities of the scattering matrix are expected to coincide with R ∞ .
Computing R ∞ corresponds to examining the behvaviour of geodesics which are uniformly near infinity. To do so it is convenient to introduce the rescaled (Θ-structure) cotangent bundle Θ T * . This is discussed extensively in [6] . In particular, essentially by definition, it has the property that h is a smooth function on Θ T * , defining as it does a smooth, non-degenerate fibre metric on it. Over the interior this bundle is canonically isomorphic to the cotangent bundle of Ω and therefore carries an exact symplectic structure. The symplectic form is the deRham differential of the fundamental 1-form α, ω = dα. Now, the definition of α :
shows directly that α extends to a Θ-form on ; simply because π : Θ T * −→ is a fibration. Analysing the rescated geodesic flow near infinity one concludes, as in the hyperbolic case, that R ∞ is the identity relation. Thus the scattering operator can be expected to have singularities only at the diagonal
Scattering operator
Now the main result alluded to in the Introduction can be stated precisely.
Theorem 3. For a Bergman-type metric on a smoothly bounded strictly pseudoconvex domain Ω ⊂ C n the scattering matrix
with P s f the map in (24) and (25), is for 0 = s ∈ R an element of the Heisenberg calculus of order is for the contact structure on the boundary.
The proof of this theorem starts from the description of the kernel of the (analytic continuation) of the resolvent as given in [6] . The resolvent kernel is a relatively simple function on the product space blown up with the appropriate homogeneity. This notion of the parabolic blow up of a submanifold, with respect to a bundle of parabolic direction in the conormal bundle to the submanifold, is described in detail in [6] ; the general notation for the manifold obtained by the blow up of Y ⊂ X with respect to the bundle S ⊂ N * Y is
where β is the canonical blow-down map. The simplest case of this construction is the blow up of a hypersurface, parabolically with respect to its conormal bundle. In this case = [Ω; ∂Ω, N * ∂Ω] is the construction above of the new C ∞ structure on Ω obtained by adducing ρ 1 2 , the square root of a boundary-defining function.
Starting from this manifold , the stretched product 2 Θ , on which the kernel of the resolvent is reasonably simple, is given by the blow up
Here Θ Diag ⊂ N * ∂ Diag is a line subbundle of the conormal bundle to the diagonal formed, as in the discussion of the Heisenberg algebra above, from the contact structure on the boundary of Ω. Thus if θ is a contact form on ∂Ω, it can be extended to a form θ near the boundary of Ω. Lifting this form to its value Θ at the boundary (rather than just on the boundary) is independent of the extension θ . The difference Θ Diag of the lift of Θ from the left and right factors of is then a well-defined line bundle in N * ∂ Diag . The main step in the proof of the theorem above is the geometric relation between the manifold 2 Θ and X 2 He . Proposition 1. The lift to 2 Θ of the corner X 2 of 2 , X = ∂Ω = ∂ is canonically isomorphic to X 2 He . Now using pairing relations as discussed in [8] , the scattering operator can be identified, up to a simple factor, as the leading part of the asymptotic expansion of the kernel of the resolvent on the corner of 
Concluding remarks
The resolvent kernel of a Bergman-type metric is shown in [6] to have a meromorphic extension in s. The same is true of the scattering matrix, except for additional singularities which can arise at integer points, due to the poles of the analytic extension of complex powers. As in the hyperbolic case, it is of interest to understand these 'topological' poles in detail. It would also be of interest to understand the distribution of the resonances, in the sense of the poles of the resolvent, and to prove a trace formula.
